
FreedomPay Offers Complete Campus 
Coverage and Commerce Connectivity

With the complexity of a college campus ecosystem as 

varied as the development office to the campus hotel, 

to the football stadium and the food trucks, university 

Treasury and IT departments are looking for solutions that 

are more secure, more centralized and easier to manage. 

The challenge of maintaining PCI DSS compliance is 

intensified because in many cases, disparate groups around 

the campus are managing multiple service providers and 

technologies. This can lead to siloed payments solutions 

and a maze of providers and compliance requirements. 

College campuses, like any large enterprise with highly 

diversified payments use cases, require a comprehensive 

set of solutions that can accommodate online, offline and 

emerging payment technologies.
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FreedomPay’s Validated P2PE solution offers PCI scope-

reducing benefits across the entire college campus. The 

secure transaction framework applies to all payments 

methodologies, including credit, debit, EMV, NFC and online.

Solutions for 
Higher Education



Reduce PCI Scope Across Campus 

1. Bursar’s Office: Accept credit card payments outside

of the network through a hosted payment page or with a

merchant portal connected to secure payment devices.

2. Dining Hall: Enable credit, PIN-debit, EMV and NFC

transactions with a payment terminal integrated with the

point-of-sale.

3. Football Stadium: Sell concessions, tickets and apparel

with secure credit card terminals that integrate with the

point-of-sale and support EMV and NFC transactions.

4. Campus Hotel: Accept online reservations and retain

cardholder information with tokenized payment data.

5. Development Office: Accept donations at events and

over the phone with secure payment terminals and PIN

pads connected to a website.

6. Food Trucks: Process transactions securely, even when

the workstation is o ffline, with mobile payment devices.

Visit www.FreedomPay.com to learn more or call (888) 588-9010 
or email sales@freedompay.com to speak to a sales representative.
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PCI Scope Reduction with 
Validated P2PE

The PCI Security Standards Council codified a gold standard 

for payment encryption practices, or Validated Point-to-

Point Encryption (P2PE). The Validated P2PE standard 

dictates that the payment data is encrypted at the point-

of-interaction and decrypted entirely outside of the 

merchant’s environment. This ensures that no sensitive 

cardholder data passes through the merchant’s POS in an 

unencrypted state.

Because card data is completely segmented from the 

merchant’s POS and network, Validated P2PE offers 

merchants a reduction in scope for their annual PCI DSS 

compliance, with substantially fewer controls to manage 

and document, often times taking the register, server and 

network out of scope. 

However, the PCI scope-reducing benefits of a 

Validated P2PE solution are contingent on eliminating 

all unencrypted cardholder data from the merchant’s 

environment, which, for the diverse requirements of college 

campuses, demands a robust set of payment capabilities 

and integrations for online and offline transactions.  

Ease of Implementation

FreedomPay’s Commerce Platform replaces existing 

payment gateways with a secure payment gateway. The 

P2PE compliant payment devices simply plug into existing 

POS systems and stand-alone network connections.


